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∗ Lehrstuhl für Informatik 7, RWTH Aahen University, 52056 Aahen, Germanyhorn�liafa.jussieu.fr,{thomas,wallmeier}�informatik.rwth-aahen.deAbstrat. We show the solvability of an optimization problem on in-�nite two-player games. The winning onditions are of the �request-response� format, i.e. onjuntions of onditions of the form �if a statewith property Q is visited, then later also a state with property P isvisited�. We ask for solutions that do not only guarantee the satisfa-tion of suh onditions but also minimal wait times between visits to

Q-states and subsequent visits to P -states. We present a natural lass ofvaluations of in�nite plays that aptures this optimization problem, andwith respet to this measure show the existene of an optimal winningstrategy (if a winning strategy exists at all) and that it an be realizedby a �nite-state mahine. For the latter laim we use a redution to thesolution of mean-payo� games due to Paterson and Zwik.1 IntrodutionIn�nite two-player games are a natural model of reative systems in whiha ontroller interats with moves of its environment and has to guaranteeertain onditions on the in�nite runs on the system (i.e., in�nite plays inthe game theoreti view). A typial ondition that arises in many ontextsis the �request-response ondition�. It refers to state properties Q1, . . . , Qkwhih apture k di�erent types of �requests�, and other state properties
P1, . . . , Pk whih represent the orresponding �responses�, usually seen assatisfation of the requests. The assoiated request-response ondition isthe following requirement on an in�nite state sequene (play of the game):For eah i, whenever a state in Qi is visited, then now or later a state in
Pi is visited. In linear time temporal logi the ondition is formalizedas G(Qi → FPi). In pratie, request-response onditions often our inthe presene of safety onditions. We assume here that the state spae isrestrited to states that satisfy the safety ondition.In this paper we analyze request-response games over �nite arenas,taking in aount not only the mere satisfation of the winning ondition



but also the quantitative aspet of minimizing the delay between Qi visitsand the orresponding subsequent Pi-visits. A quantitative sharpening ofliveness onditions has been studied by several authors. For instane, intheir work on parameterized temporal logi, Alur et al. [1℄ supplementtemporal operators by onstants that give bounds in the semantis, e.g.,
Fk meaning �eventually, within k steps�. A more abstrat view is to ask forthe existene of an unspei�ed bound: Kupferman, Piterman, and Vardi[10℄ de�ne the �prompt� operator Fp, meaning that there is a onstant kthat bounds the satisfation of an eventuality formula over all runs of asystem; Chatterjee and Henzinger [3℄ onsider �nitary games, where thewaiting time between a request and its satisfation must be ultimatelybounded. In the present paper we go a step further in the sense thatwe try a ahieve �best bounds� rather than asking whether given boundsan be met or whether some bound exists. Thus we study an optimizationproblem rather than a deision problem. Moreover, we work in the ontextof open rather than losed systems.In order to solve this optimization problem, we introdue valuationsfor in�nite plays (by real numbers) that measure globally the delays in aplay between visits to request- and subsequent response-states. The ap-proah we take here is to assoiate with any time instane where a requestis �open� a orresponding �penalty�. In Setion 2 we disuss possible on-ventions and then pursue a de�nition whih stresses the requirement ofavoiding long wait times, namely the ase of stritly growing and diverg-ing penalties: The penalties v1, v2, v3, . . . for waiting 1, 2, 3, . . . momentsof time stritly inrease and give a diverging sequene of real numbers.For a �nite play pre�x we take the sum of the ourring penalties dividedby its length, and as value of a play we de�ne the limsup of the pre�xvalues. The orresponding notion of optimal winning strategy (of player�ontroller�) is now obvious.Our main result states that for a �nite-state request-response game(with some given initial state) one an not only deide whether ontrollerwins and provide a �nite-state strategy (whih was known), but that also� with respet to the mentioned valuation � an optimal winning strategyexists, is omputable, and an be realized by a �nite-state mahine.The paper is strutured as follows: In the subsequent Setion 2 weintrodue the tehnial preliminaries on game arenas, request-responsegames, the valuation of plays, and optimality of strategies. In Setion 3we state the main result. Setion 4 is devoted to the key lemma whihstates that an optimal strategy realizes a uniform bound on the delays.This allows to study the optimization problem over a �nite game graph2



(resulting from the given one by attahing all possible tuples of delays upto the mentioned bound) and to invoke (in Setion 5) known results onmean-payo� games for omputing an optimal strategy. In Setion 6, weonlude with a disussion and some open problems.The paper extends (and gives a more streamlined exposition of) resultsof the third author's dissertation [12, Chapter 4℄.2 De�nitions2.1 GamesWe reall here some bakground on in�nite games used in spei�ationand veri�ation. We refer the reader to [12,6℄ for more details.Arenas. A game arena A onsists of a direted �nite graph (S,T ), a par-tition (SE ,SA) of S, and an initial state s0. The states in SE (resp. SA) areEve's states, or Controller's states (resp. Adam's states, or Environment'sstates), and are graphially represented as # (resp. 2) in �gures.Plays. A play of A is a �nite or in�nite sequene ρ = ρ0ρ1 . . . of statessuh that ρ0 = s0 and (ρi, ρi+1) ∈ T for all i < length of ρ. The set ofourring states is Occ(ρ) = {s ∈ S | ∃i ∈ N, ρi = s}.Strategies. A strategy for Eve is a funtion σ from S∗SE to S suh thatfor any path w ending in state q, there is a transition in T between q and
σ(w). Intuitively, it is a �reipe� to extend a �nite play ending in one ofEve's states.A popular and equivalent de�nition uses memory states: a strategywith memory M for Eve is a transduer σ = (M,ν, µ), where ν is the�next-move� funtion from (SE × M) to S suh that ν(s,m) ⊆ T (s) and
µ is the �memory-update� funtion, from (S × M) to M . A strategy is�nite-memory, or �nite-state if M is a �nite set, and memoryless if M isa singleton.For two given strategies σ and τ , the outome of the game is an in�niteplay ρσ,τ . A play ρ is onsistent with σ (resp. τ) if there is a strategy τ(resp. σ) suh that ρ is a pre�x of, or equal to ρσ,τ .Winning Conditions. A winning ondition is a funtion way to gradea play. Usually, this is a boolean funtion, used to partition the playsbetween those winning for Eve and those winning for Adam. The mainproblem is then to �nd winning strategies: A strategy σ ∈ Σ is winning forEve if for every strategy τ of Adam, the play ρσ,τ is winning for Eve. Whengames are determined (as are request-response games), there is always awinning strategy for one of the players.3



2.2 Request-Response GamesRequest-Response games were introdued in [14℄. They are a speial aseof ω-regular games. Let G = (S,SE ,SA,T ) be an arena. A play is winningfor Eve under the request-response ondition C = (Qj , Pj)j=1...k (where
Qj, Pj ⊆ S) i� ∧k

j=1 ∀n(ρn ∈ Qj ⇒ ∃m ≥ n ρm ∈ Pj).Rather than the mere satisfation of the request-response ondition,we study the question how well the ontroller (Eve) an satisfy it. Considerfor example the following game, whih represents a ontroller for tra�lights in a north-south one-lane road. In a single round, up to three ars
(c1, c2, c3) an ome to the one-lane setion from either side � Adam'shoie. For example, c1 means that the �rst ar omes from the north,while c2 means that the seond ar omes from the south. Eve an thenhoose whih side has the green light for the urrent round: g for south-bound tra�, and g for northbound tra�. A simple winning strategy
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c1

c2

c2

c3

c3

g

gFig. 1. Example of request-response game (tra� ontroller)would be to alternate between north and south. Clearly a �better� solu-tion would be to give, at eah moment of hoie, the green light to theside with the majority of ars.In order to apture the quality of strategies, we de�ne the value of aplay as a real number. This is done in two steps: to eah position in aplay, we assoiate a penalty, depending on the time sine when the openrequests are waiting for a response; then, we de�ne the value of a play asthe limsup over the averages for all �nite play pre�xes. The penalties (paidby Eve) ount only steps for as yet unanswered requests. In partiular,4



the value of a play without any request is zero, while a play winning forAdam has an in�nite value.Formally, we use the following de�nitions in order to de�ne the value.The wait time for the ondition (Qj , Pj) at the end of the (�nite) playpre�x w, denoted by tj(w), is the number moves sine the earliest unan-swered visit to Qj in w. If all visits to Qj have been answered, its valueis 0. The value tj(w) is de�ned reursively. We set tj(ǫ) = 0 and let� if tj(w) = 0
• tj(ws) := 1 if s ∈ Qj \ Pj

• tj(ws) := 0 otherwise� if tj(w) > 0
• tj(ws) := 0 if s ∈ Pj

• tj(ws) := tj(w) + 1 otherwise.By de�nition of the wait times, we an immediately derive the follow-ing remark about their evolution:
∀v,w ∈ S∗, s ∈ S : tj(v) < tj(w) ⇒ tj(vs) < tj(ws) (1)Based on the wait time tj(w) for ondition (Qj , Pj) at play pre�x wwe an introdue di�erent kinds of �penalties� (for Eve). A simple hoiewould be to ount one unit of penalty for eah time instane of waiting; thisleads to a linear inrease of the aumulated penalties while time elapses.In this measure, an extra moment of waiting osts the same regardlessof the past. In realisti senarios it seems more appropriate to let thepenalties inrease, re�eting the idea that longer wait times pose higherpressure for delivering immediate response. A natural implementation ofthis idea is to assoiate penalty p for the p-th moment of (suessive)waiting, whih leads to a quadrati inrease of aumulated penalties overtime. In order to apture the di�erent options, we introdue (for ondition

(Qj , Pj)) a penalty funtion fj : N → R≥0 (whih was the onstant 1,respetively the identity on N in the examples above), and we de�ne thepenalty pj(w) of play pre�x w as fj(tj(w)). The global penalty over allonditions (Qj, Pj) is the sum p(w) over all pj(w), and the value of anin�nite play ρ, denoted v(ρ), is the mean value of the osts p(w) of itspre�xes w. � Aordingly, the value of a strategy σ, denoted v(σ), is thelimsup of the values of the plays onsistent with this strategy. To sum up:� pj(w) = fj(tj(w))� p(w) =
∑k

j=1 pj(w)� v(ρ) = lim supn→∞
1
n
·
∑n−1

i=0 v(ρ0 . . . ρi−1)5



� v(σ) = lim supτ v(ρσ,τ )Our main result below is stated for the ase of stritly inreasing andunbounded penalty funtions fj. We have argued for this restrition froma pragmati point of view. Let us also observe that � for example � for thease of onstant penalties one annot hope to onstrut optimal winningstrategies.Example 1. In the game of Figure 2, two requests are made eah time thetoken reahes the entral state. Eve an hoose to satisfy either request,by going left or right. It is more ostly to satisfy the seond onditionsine the loop is longer. The request-response game is won by Eve with astrategy σk whih goes to the left only eah k-th turn. It is easy to hekthat � with onstant penalties � no optimal winning strategy exists; notethat the value of σk+1 is an improvement over the value of σk. Our mainresult shows that for inreasing and diverging penalty funtions optimalstrategies exist and an be omputed.
q1, q2r2 r1

Fig. 2. No optimal solution for onstant penalties3 Main ResultIn the sequel we onsider request-response games with k onditions (Qj, Pj)(j = 1, . . . , k), and we assume stritly inreasing and unbounded penaltyfuntions fj for j = 1, . . . , k. We state the main result:Theorem 2. If a request-response game is won by Eve, then Eve in fathas (with respet to stritly inreasing and unbounded penalty funtions)an optimal winning strategy, whih moreover is �nite-state and e�etivelyomputable. 6



As a preparation we reall the solution given in [14℄ for lassial(�Boolean�) request-response games and dedue a bound for the valueof a anonial winning strategy.Proposition 3. If Eve wins in a request-response game over G with nstates and k onditions, she has a winning strategy of value ≤ M :=∑k
j=1 fj(n ∗ k).Let us sketh the proof, whih involves an easy redution to Bühigames. Starting from a game arena G = (S,SE ,SA,T ) and k onditions,an expanded graph is onstruted over the vertex set S ′ := S × {0, 1}k ×

[1, . . . , k]; the bit vetor signals whih of the k onditions have an openrequest, and the �nal index from [1, k] signals whih request to serve next.The index 0 is assumed everytime after index k is reahed, signalling asuessful yle of satisfation of requests. (The Bühi ondition then re-quires to visit verties in S ′ with �nal omponent 0 again and again.) Usingwell-known �xed point omputations (see [12,6℄) one an deide whetherEve wins this Bühi game. Moreover, it is easy to see that the �roundrobin� winning strategy σ0 derived from the game redution will guaran-tee uniformly bounded wait times for eah ondition. A �next response� isreahed after ≤ n steps (where n is the size of the arena), and it an take ksuh responses until the urrently onsidered request is served. Thus, theredution to Bühi games yields a bound of n∗k for the wait times, and thevalue of the orresponding strategy σ0 is v(σ0) ≤ M :=
∑k

i=1 fi(n ∗ k).We often refer to the value f−1
j (M), i.e. the smallest number s of steps(of waiting) suh that fj(s) ≥ M . We shall show that for any strategywith value ≤ M , there exists a strategy with smaller or equal value, whihuniformly bounds the wait times for eah pair (Qj, Pj). Let us state themain tehnial lemma.Lemma 4. There is a funtion d : N

2 → N suh that the following holdsfor request-response games over graphs with n verties and with k ondi-tions: From any strategy σ with value v(σ) ≤ M , we an ompute a strat-egy σ′ that bounds, for j = 1, . . . , k, all wait times for the pair (Qj , Pj) to
bj = f−1

j (M) + n ∗ d(n, k), and suh that v(σ′) ≤ v(σ).This result is the essential step in our analysis of request-responsegames. It says that in the domain of strategies of value at most M , wean ahieve a uniform bound on the wait times and still keep or improvethe value of the strategy. Intuitively this means that it is not possibleto improve the value of a strategy by deferring the responses for someondition more and more (namely, beyond the bound M) while preferring7



to �serve� another ondition. In other words, the e�et of Example 1 isexluded.To obtain the main result, we shall show how these �bounded� strate-gies an be interpreted as strategies in �nite-state mean-payo� games.4 Bounding Wait TimesThis setion gives the proof of Lemma 4.The main problem in the onstrution of optimal strategies is that apriori, the wait times for the pairs an be unbounded if the long spellswhere a ondition remain open our rarely. The point of this setion is toshow that we an restrit our study to strategies where the wait times arebounded. Furthermore, the bounds an be omputed beforehand, diretlyfrom the parameters of the game.In the proof of Lemma 4, we modify a strategy σ0 k times, thus on-struting strategies σ1, . . . , σk. At step j, the strategy σj−1 is �improved�into one respeting the desired wait time bound for ondition (Qj , Pj),with the following onstraints:� The value of σj is less or equal to the value of σj−1.� For any pair (Qi, Pi), if σj−1 bounds ti to B, then σj bounds ti to B.The funtion d ourring in Lemma 4 omes from a speial version ofDikson's Lemma [4℄. We onsider here play pre�xes w by their last stateand their wait time vetor t(w) := (t1(w), . . . , tk(w)). Note that in a playthe omponents tj(w) an only inrease by 1 or be reset to 0.This allow us to bound reursively the length of the longest �non-Dikson� sequene. It is lear that for n states and 0 pairs, this lengthis n, so d(n, 0) = n + 1. Let us onsider now a non-Dikson sequene for
n states and k + 1 pairs. For any pair (Qi, Pi), the length between twopositions suh that ti = 0 is at most d(n, k) − 1: as ti is non-dereasing,removing it must yield a non-Dikson sequene for n states and k pairs.The waiting times an only inrease by 1, so their values annot exeed
d(n, k) − 1, and the number of possible on�gurations in a non-Diksonsequene is at most n · (k + 1)d(n,k)−1. We de�ne the reursive funtion das follows:� d(n, 0) = n + 1� d(n, k + 1) = n · (k + 1)d(n,k)−1 + 1Thus, we have shown the following lemma:8



Lemma 5. In a request-response game with n states and k onditions, inany play w of length at least d(n, k), there are two pre�xes u and v suhthat u is a pre�x of v, u and v end in the same state of the game, and
t(u) ≤ t(v).Let us turn to the improvement of a strategy σ(= σj−1), aiming atbounding the wait times for the ondition (Qj , Pj). A path segment v, pre-�xed by w, is onsidered undesirable and will be removed if the followingholds:1. Pj /∈ Occ(v)2. tj(w) ≥ f−1

j (M + 1)3. t(w) ≤ t(wv)The value of the �nal bound � f−1
j (M) + d(n, k) � omes diretlyfrom the points 2 and 3. In order to guarantee that we remove only ostlyfators, we wait until the prie from ondition (Qj, Pj) alone is more thanthe worst average penalty of the original strategy. And, in order to get abetter strategy, we remove fators only when everything is worse at theend of the fator: Lemma 5 guarantees that we annot wait more than

d(n, k) steps before �nding one.We desribe now the improvement for pair (Qj , Pj). To ease notation,we denote the initial strategy (σj−1) by σ, and the new one (σj) by τ . Thisstrategy τ is de�ned as a strategy with memory: the memory states of τ arewords over the states of S (more spei�ally, pre�xes of plays onsistentwith σ). Let us explain the notation to avoid onfusion between the fourfuntions involved in the de�nition:
ν : (S∗,SE) → S. The �next-move� funtion. Notie that the �rst om-ponent of the argument is a memory state (i.e. a play onsistent with

σ), not the history of the play.
µ : (S∗,SE) → S∗. The �memory-update� funtion. Again, the �rst om-ponent of the argument is a memory state.
Ω : S∗ → S∗. Ω extends µ to words: Ω(ǫ) = ǫ, and Ω(ws) = µ(w, s).Here, the argument is the history of the play (thus onsistent with τ).
τ : S∗ → S∗. The resulting strategy, in standard form. It an be de�nedfrom Ω: τ(ws) = ν(Ω(w), s). Again, the argument is the history ofthe play.We de�ne only the funtions ν and µ, as the two others derive fromthem. Let y and s be the urrent memory and ontrol states. We onsideronly the ase where ys is a �nite play of G onsistent with σ, as the9



update guarantees that this holds during the whole play. There are twoases, depending on whether the immediate penalty for ondition (Qj, Pj)in ys is greater than M or not. If it is not so, the update is done by addingthe urrent state at the end of the memory: µ(s, y) = ys. If it is Eve'sturn to play, her move mimis σ's one: ν(s, y) = σ(ys).On the other hand, if tj(ys) > f−1
j (M), we �rst hek if there is an�undesirable fator� to remove. We onsider the game tree Gσ, rooted in

ys and limited to the path segments up to the next visit to Pj . This treeis �nite, as an in�nite branh would be a loosing play � in the booleansense. We onsider the nodes of this tree suh that the last visited stateis s, and the wait times for all onditions (Qi, Pi) are greater than theorresponding wait time in ys. Notie that ys itself is one of these nodes.Let zs be the path to a maximal node satisfying these onditions. Then,
µ(y, s) := zs. Likewise, if it is Eve's turn to play, she mimis the behaviorof σ after the pre�x zs: ν(y, s) := σ(zs).Notie that in both ases, the ontents of the memory remain to beplays onsistent with σ. We laim that with suh a de�nition, τ behaves aswe wanted. We prove separately the Propositions 7, 8 and 9 that desribethe di�erent attributes we want to ensure in τ . Proposition 6 is an usefulstep in the proofs of Properties 7 and 8:Proposition 6. For any �nite play w onsistent with τ , we have t(w) ≤
t(Ω(w)).Proof. We prove by indution on the length of v that (2) holds for any�nite play v onsistent with τ :

t(v) ≤ t(Ω(v)) (2)By de�nition of Ω, Ω(ǫ) = ǫ. Thus, (2) holds for ǫ. The indutionstep supposes that (2) holds for w, and proves that it also holds for ws,providing that ws is onsistent with τ . From (2) applied to w and (1), weget:
t(ws) ≤ t(Ω(w)s) (3)We need now to hek the two possible ases:� tj(Ω(w)) ≤ f−1

j (M): By de�nition of µ, Ω(ws) = Ω(w)s. Thus, thefat that (2) holds for ws follows from (3).� tj(Ω(w)) > f−1
j (M): In this ase, the update of memory guaranteesthat t(Ω(ws)) ≥ t(Ω(w)s). From this and (3), we derive that (2) holdsfor ws. 10



Thus, (2) holds for any �nite play v onsistent with τ , and Proposi-tion 6 holds. ⊓⊔We proeed now to the proof of Proposition 7.Proposition 7. If σ uniformly bounds the waiting time for pair (Qi, Pi)to B, then so does τ .Proof. Let us suppose that σ bounds uniformly the waiting time for pair ito B. Let w be a �nite play onsistent with τ . The orresponding memorystate Ω(w) is a �nite pre�x onsistent with σ. Thus, ti(Ω(w)) ≤ B. ByProposition 6, ti(w) ≤ ti(Ω(w)). Thus, ti(w) ≤ B. ⊓⊔Proposition 8. v(τ) ≤ v(σ) (i.e., v(σj) ≤ v(σj−1)).Proof. In order to prove this proposition, we extend the funtion Ω toin�nite plays onsistent with τ : Ω(ρ) is the limit of the (Ω(wi))i∈N, for
wi the pre�x of ρ of size i. This de�nition is sound, as Ω(wi+1) is alwaysa strit su�x of Ω(wi). Furthermore, as all the Ω(wi) are onsistent with
σ, Ω(ρ) is an in�nite play onsistent with σ.We show that for any ρ onsistent with τ , v(ρ) ≤ v(Ω(ρ)). We do soby onsidering separately two sets of pre�xes of Ω(ρ): w pre�x of Ω(ρ)belongs to H if there is a pre�x v of ρ suh that Ω(v) = w. Otherwise, itbelongs to K.We onsider �rst the ase of the pre�xes in K. The orrespondingonditions have been added to the memory during a �leap�. By de�nition,all the positions in suh a leap have a penalty for pair (Qj, Pj) that isgreater than M + 1. Thus, for all w ∈ K, p(w) ≥ M + 1. As the meanvalue for all the positions is v(ρ) ≤ v(σ) ≤ M , it follows that the meanvalue for the pre�xes in H is less than v(ρ).Let v be a pre�x of ρ. By Proposition 6, we have ∀i ∈ 1 . . . k, ti(v) ≤
ti(Ω(v)), and thus p(v) ≤ p(Ω(v)). Thus, the average penalty for thepre�xes of ρ is less or equal than the average penalty for the pre�xes in
H. This yields v(ρ) ≤ v(Ω(ρ)), and Proposition 8 follows. ⊓⊔Proposition 9 expresses the main interest of strategy τ :Proposition 9. The strategy τ uniformly bounds the waiting time for
(Qj , Pj) to f−1

j (M) + d(n, k − 1).Proof. This proof is done by ontradition and derives diretly from thede�nition of the strategy and Lemma 5. We suppose that there is a path
w onsistent with σj suh that tj(w) > f−1

j (M) + n · d(k). Let w = uv,11



where |v| = d(n, k). Thus, for any word between u and w, the wait time forpair (Qj, Pj) is greater than f−1
j (M + 1), and the memory is updated toa maximal branh in the tree. More formally, the de�nition of µ imposesthat there annot be two words x and y suh that:� u < x < y < uv� last(x) = last(y)� ∀i ∈ 1 . . . k, ti(Ω(x)) < ti(Ω(y))This ontradits Lemma 5, whih states that there annot be suh asequene of length d(n, k − 1). Thus, Proposition 9 holds. ⊓⊔It is now easy to omplete the proof of Lemma 4. From a strategy

σ, one an derive strategies σ1, σ2, . . . , σk by suessively applying theimprovement sheme with respet to eah pair (Qj , Pj). Eah time, anew pair is bounded (Proposition 9); the bounds hold through any im-provement (Proposition 7); and the value of the strategy never inreases(Proposition 8). Thus, the resulting strategy bounds eah pair to the de-sired bound, and its value is less than the one of the original strategy.Lemma 4 follows.5 From Request-Response Games to Mean-Payo� GamesBy Lemma 4, we know that we an restrit our searh for optimal strate-gies to strategies in whih the wait times for eah ondition (Qj , Pj) arebounded by
bj := f−1

j (M) + d(n, k − 1).In this setion, we show how to interpret suh strategies in a reduedmean-payo� game, and derive from this interpretation optimal strategieswith �nite memory. We assume here familiarity with mean-payo� games([5,16℄).From a real-valued request-response game G = (S,SE ,SA,T ) withonditions (Qj, Pj) and inreasing unbounded penalty funtions fj (j =
1, . . . , k) we derive the mean-payo� game G+ = (S+,S+

E ,S+
A ,T +) with aweight funtion w on the edges as follows:� S+ = S ×

∏
i∈1...k[0, bj ],� S+

E and S+
A are de�ned aordingly,� (q, n1, . . . , nk) → (q′, n′

1, . . . , n
′
k) ∈ T + ⇐⇒ q → q′ ∈ T , and ∀j from1 to k

• if nj = 0 then n′
j = 1 if q′ ∈ Qj \ Pj and n′

j = 0 otherwise,12



• if nj > 0 then n′
j = 0 if q′ ∈ Pj and n′

j = nj + 1 otherwise,� w((q, n1, . . . , nk), (q
′, n′

1, . . . , n
′
k)) =

∑k
i=1 fi(ni).This onstrution onsists essentially in adding wait times (and penal-ties) to the graph, as long as they keep to the bounds we de�ned. Notiethat the evolution of the �wait times� part depends diretly on the �rstomponent. There is thus a natural bijetion between the plays of theoriginal game and the plays of the orresponding mean-payo� game.We now apply a lassial result on mean-payo� games:Theorem 10 ([16℄). In a �nite-state mean-payo� game (with designatedinitial vertex), there are (omputable) optimal memoryless strategies forthe two players.The ounterpart of a memoryless strategy in the mean-payo� game isa �nite-state strategy in the original request-response game:� The set of memory states is ∏

i∈1...k[0, bi].� The strategy mimis the moves of the mean-payo� game:If σ(q,m1, . . . ,mk) = (q′,m′
1, . . . ,m

′
k), then the next-move funtion µand the memory update funtion ν are de�ned as follows:

• µ(q,m1, . . . ,mk) = (m′
1, . . . ,m

′
k)

• ν(q, (m1, . . . ,mk)) = q′Theorem 2 follows.6 ConlusionWe have studied request-response games in a setting where optimal strate-gies are to be onstruted � in the present paper with respet to inreas-ing and unbounded penalty funtions. The main results says that if Eve(ontroller) wins a request-response game, then also an optimal winningstrategy exists and an be e�etively onstruted as a �nite-state strat-egy. This result �ts into urrent researh on valued games, suh as studieson optimality of (mostly memoryless) strategies in stohasti and mean-payo� games [7,8,15℄. In our ase, however, we start from a disrete game,introdue a real-valued game, and after a redution to mean-payo� gamesarrive again at a disrete entity (a �nite-state ontroller) as optimal so-lution. Another methodologial aspet is the neessity to �nd a balanebetween possibly on�iting aims when di�erent request-response ondi-tions (Qj , Pj) have to be satis�ed, a feature whih often is only attahedto multiplayer games.Let us �nally state some open problems:13
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